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Recommendations 

 
� First: The Conference Expresses its great esteem of the outstanding experience 

of the Department of Lands and Survey in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, and 
its achievements concerning the implementation of the title register and the 
development of surveying services in  a remarkable way, making of it a model in 
this domain. 
The Participants in the conference express their gratitude and appreciation to his 
Majesty King Abdullah the second, to the government of Jordan, and to the 
Department of Lands and Surveys, for their generous hospitality and for 
Patronizing of the Conference, and (Recommendations) sending a thanking 
telegramme. 

� Second: The Conference calls for intensifying the cooperation among the 
concerned Arab Bodies through the Improvement of the means of 
Communication, Participation in scientific Union and Meetings, identifying the 
Arab Experts in Land Management Cadastral Registration and Surveying ) and 
Providing related information.  

� Third: Studying a project for a unified Arabic Model for laws and Regulations 
organizing title register modalities in the Arab Countries. 

� Fourth: Studying the possibility of reducing the cost of lands properties 
registration and simplifying its procedures. 

� Fifth: Studying and unifying the several surveying and Registration Organizations 
in the same country, automization of the operations and modernizing their data 
bases and maintaining them technologically and Humanwise. 

� Sixth: Recommends to the Arab Union of Surveyors to Enlarge the Union 
Relationship to include the law People Working in the domain of Cadastral 
Registration. 

� Seventh: Study and develop the relations with the establishments and Sources 
from the other specializations specially those who are related to the subject. 

� Eighth: The Arab Union of Surveyors follows up the execution of those 
recommendations 

 
Recommendations' Rephrasing Committee 

� Mr. Andras Ossko/ Hungary. 
� Counselor Farouq Awwad/ Egypt. 
� Mr. Khalil Tafakhji / Palestine. 
� Dr. Yacoub Saade /Lebanon. 
� Eng. Samir Abbadi / Jordan. 
� Eng. Mouen Saygeh / Jordan. 

 


